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ISSLive! 
The ISSLive! project is a JSC innovation award- winning, combined MOD/Education project to 
publish export control and PAO-approved ISS telemetry, and simplified and scrubbed crew timelines.  
The publication of this data will be real-time or near real time and will include links to the crew’s social 
media feeds and existing streaming public video/audio feeds, via public-friendly website, mobile devices 
and tablet applications. Additionally,  the project will offer  interactive virtual 3D views of an ISS model 
based on real-time telemetry and a 3D virtual mission control center based on existing Front Room 
console positions in “made for public” displays. The ISSLive! project is MOD-managed and includes 
collaborations with subject-matter expertise from the ISS flight controllers regarding daily operations 
and planning, education program specialists from the JSC Office of Education, instructional designers, 
human computer interface experts, and software/hardware experts from MOD facility organization, and 
senior web designers.  
In support of the Agency’s Strategic Goal #6 with respect to using the ISS National Laboratory for 
education activities, ISSLive!  uses the Station itself as STEM education subject matter and provides data 
for STEM-based lessons plans using national standards.  Specifically, ISSLive! supports and enables the 
National Laboratory Education (NLE) project to address the Agency’s Strategic Goal #6.  This goal 
mandates, “sharing NASA with the public, educators, and students to provide opportunities to 
participate in our Mission, foster innovation…..”  ISSLive! satisfies the Agency’s outcomes of Strategic 
Goal; that is, engages the public in NASA’s missions by providing new pathways for participation 
(Outcome 6.3) and it informs, engages, and inspires the public by sharing NASA’s missions, challenges, 
and results (Outcome 6.4). Additionally, ISSLive! enables MOD’s support of JSC Outreach and  NASA’s 
Open Data and Open Government Initiatives. The audience for the ISSLive! website and its application(s) 
are: teachers, students, citizen scientists, and the general public who will be given new and interactive 
insights on how the ISS Operates. 
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